CAROUGE
CHARMING AND CHEERFUL

« CAROUGE CAN BE DISCOVERED LIKE THE STRAWBERRY IN THE WOOD OR THE MUSHROOM IN THE MOUSSE... »

Stroll through the Old Carouge which managed to keep – two centuries after its foundation – its charm and its human dimension. Behind the nicely restored facades a completely unsuspected world is opening to us, with its interior courtyards and secret gardens.

Built in the century of Enlightenment, Carouge is a town where it is just nice to be. We can savour its calm and attractive streets, the numerous workshops of artists and craftsmen, the cafes, the great variety of bistros and an active nightlife. Often called the « Greenwich Village », Carouge is a world on its own.

We have the keys to let you penetrate some of its secrets...

ENJOY THE PROMENADE AND FEEL THE CONVIVIALITY AND GOOD SPIRIT OF ITS INHABITANTS

www.carougemania.ch
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